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En effet, un décret  de Vichy du 15 juillet 1942 avait interdit aux Juifs l’accès 

à ces Chantiers, interdiction que le Commissaire général à la Jeunesse justifiait en 
déclarant que « les Israélites sont peu sensibles à l’œuvre d’éducation morale 
poursuivie par les Chantiers. » Ayant perdu l’espoir d’être considérés comme, au 
moins, de virtuels sous-chefs et ravis de cette interdiction, nous fûmes encore plus 
ravis de bénéficier d’un accès paradoxalement privilégié à la recherche scientifique 
nationale. 
 

Je ne sais plus pourquoi le quatrième « bis (juif) » de la promotion, Claude 
LÉVY, ne nous a pas accompagnés à L’Argentière – nous ne l’avons pas 
accompagné à Buchenwald, où il a été assassiné. 
  

Nous avons donc pu, sans trop gêner, espérons-le, les physiciens (il me 
semble qu’Eugène NAGEOTTE en faisait partie) et les techniciens, qui, tous, nous 
traitaient avec sympathie, participer à leurs travaux. Nous avons eu le temps de 
nous familiariser avec la chambre de Wilson, le coeur du labo, à ses réglages et à 
son utilisation, en guettant le sillage qu’y laissait un rayon cosmique, piégé dans 
son passage rapide. 
 

Nous participions aussi aux déjeuners (sans tickets ?) dans l’usine où 
l’équipe se réunissait autour du « petit prince » (c’était le surnom affectueux que 
les élèves avaient donné à notre jeune professeur de physique, qui était le seul à  
leur parler en dehors des amphithéâtres). Nous y commentions les nouvelles 
provenant de la solitude du sommet de l’Aiguille du Midi, où Paul CHANSON 
avait été détaché pour guetter la pluie des rayons cosmiques, plus dense à 3600 
mètres d’altitude que dans notre vallée. Et le « petit prince » s’y demandait à haute 
voix d’où provenaient ces rayons, d’une énergie inouïe, en gardant pour lui une 
explication, dont je me demande si elle n’avait pas un fondement métaphysique.  
 

 
Paul Chanson au laboratoire des rayons cosmiques du col du Midi (3600 m) (photo Observatoire 

de Paris) 

refuge named “refuge des cosmiques”! In 1944 at l’Argentière-la-Bessée, they 
observed, for the first time, a positive particle with a mass of 990 times the electron 
mass known today as the positive kaon [8].  

 

 
FIGURE 5.  (left) Picture of the Laboratoire des cosmiques and picture of the Wilson chamber (right)  

 
The great French place for cosmic ray research remains the Pic du Midi de Bigorre. 

Max Cosyns, the Belgian physicist, was the first to experiment on cosmic rays in the 
Pyrenees. He was followed by Auger as described previously, and by the Italian 
Guiseppe Occhialini who worked for the Bristol group under the direction of Cecil 
Powell. In 1946, Occhialini, after a stay in Pyrenees for caving (spelunking), settled at 
the Pic and installed new high-performances photographic emulsions manufactured by 
Ilford. On his return in England, he analyzed the plates and discovered the first decay 
of the pion meson into a muon! This observation was confirmed by Cecil Powell a few 
months later at Chatalcaya in Bolivia. In 1949, Patrick Blackett and the Manchester 
group settled at the Pic with Leprince-Ringuet, Bernard Gregory, Charles Perrou and 
the Polytechnique group. A new underground power line had been built and the big 
Manchester’s magnet producing a field of 14,000 gauss was hoisted to the top. With 
this apparatus, they produced the most important studies of the new heavy V particles 
(so called because of the inverted V-shape decays). For example, the decay of V1

0 

(today the /�� into a proton and negative pion was observed. Later in 1953, at the 
Bagnères de Bigorre conference, Leprince-Ringuet suggested the name “hyperon” for 
these particles (Fig 6).  

 
FIGURE 6.  Card making the coining of the name “hyperon” signet by Leprince-Ringuet, Rossi, 

Blackett,  Fretter and Powell  [9]. 

The beginning of particle physics in the 50’s 
with cosmic rays



Cosmic Rays - I
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Distinction between “primary” 
and “secondary” cosmic rays.
Primaries are: protons, light 
Nuclei and g. (+ others like
electrons/positrons…)



Cosmic rays - II
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� At sea level cosmic rays are essentially muons. Rate ≈ 70 m-2

s-1 sr-1è 1 cm-2min-1 (≈ 2 Hz/dm2) horiz. detector.

� Angular distribution: ≈ cos2q

See level muon spectrum

0 deg incident angle
(vertical)

75 deg incident angle



Cosmic rays - III
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� Many discoveries of particles have been done in the past in 
experiments using cosmic rays as projectiles:
� Positron
� Muon
� Pion
� Kaon

� Today, large experiments use cosmic rays for specific studies:
� Astrophysical objects (AGN, pulsars, anisotropies,…)
� Fundamental phsyics phenomena (ZKP effect) profiting of the ultra 

high energy of the primary
� Matter/Antimatter and Dark Matter

� Experiments located in the ground, underground (or deep in the 
oceans) and in the space



Present cosmic ray experiments
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Underwater experiment: ANTARES

Ground based experiment: AUGER

Satellite based experiment:
PAMELA

We will discuss AMS in a
specific lecture.
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Cosmic rays background

Rare Eventby F. Murtas, LNF
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~90% protons, 9% 4He nuclei, and ~1% 
heavier particles, hit the earth atmosphere 
at a rate of about 1000 m -2s - 1

( + relativistic electrons, X-rays and �J rays 
and solar and SN neutrinos)

Secondary cosmic rays 
The interaction of primary cosmic rays 
with atmospheric nuclei generates:

- π and k mesons
- muons
- electrons and positrons
- neutrons and secondary protons
- e.m. radiation
- atmospheric neutrinos

PQPS ��o� ��

JJS ��o�0

PQQP ���o� ��
ee

Primary cosmic rays
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Example of cosmic rays reduction in a underground lab

Depth: 1400 m  
(3800 m w.e.)

Muon Flux
1.1 μ m-2 h-1

Thanks to this cosmic silence, underground laboratories provide the low radioactive 
background environment necessary to host key experiments to search for extremely 
rare phenomena in the field of particle and astroparticle physics, nuclear astrophysics 
and other disciplines

LNGS
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Deep Underground Laboratories (>1000 mwe) in the world

nearly 
completed
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Underground Laboratories in the world

Boulby: Boulby Palmer Laboratory (UK)
LNGS: Laboratorio Nazionale del Gran Sasso (Italy)
LSC: Laboratorio Subterráneo de Canfranc (Spain)
LSM: Laboratoire Subterrain de Modane (France)
CallioLab: Centre for Underground Physics in Pyhäsalmi (Finland)
Solotvina Underground Laboratory (Ukraine)
Baksan: Baksan Neutrino Observatory (Russia)
Y2L: YangYang Laboratory (Korea)
Oto Cosmo Observatory (Japan)
Kamioka: Kamioka Observatory (Japan)
INO: India based Neutrino Observatory (India)
CJPL: China Jinping Underground Laboratory (China)
SNOLab: Sudbury Neutrino Observatory (Canada)
SUL: Soudan Underground Laboratory (USA)
SURF: Sanford Underground Research Facility (USA)
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Gran Sasso Laboratory

Primordial Radionuclides
238U 0.42 ppm Rock (Hall B)

1.05 ppm Concrete All Halls
232Th 0.062 ppm Rock (Hall B)

0.656 ppm Concrete All Halls

K 160 ppm Rock

Neutron Flux
2.92 10-6 n cm-2 s-1 (0-1 keV)

0.86 10-6 n cm-2 s-1 (> 1 keV) 

3 main halls  A  B  C ~100 x 20 m2 (h 18 m)

Depth: 1400 m  (3800 m w.e.)
3 halls surface ~ 6000 m2

Total surface: 17300 m2

Volume: 180000 m3

Rn in air: 50-100 Bq/m3

Air-ventilation: 1lab volume/3.5 h

external facilities

The largest underground laboratory in the world 

Muon Flux
3.0 10-4 μ m-2 s-1

Currently 1100 scientists from 29 countries 
are taking part in the experimental activities
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La pianta dei Laboratori Sotterranei

Gli scaviGrandi Sale 
da realizzare 

Una sala finita...
ma vuota!!
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AMS
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� Aim of the experiment:
� measure e+/e- spectra, fluxes and ratios;
� measure proton and ions spectra fluxes and ratios
� look for possible dark matter signals
� measure flux of primary anti-protons

� Detector requirements
� measure the sign of the charge (e+/e- discrimination)
� measure the Z of a ion
� measure particle velocity
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AMS: an experiment on the space
station.
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AMS – subdetectors.
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≈ 4 m
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AMS - Events
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AMS – subdetector functionalities
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AMS – discrimination - I
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AMS – discrimination - II
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TRD estimator:
LogL(electron)/LogL(proton)



AMS – most
important results
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Cherenkov photons emitted by a 22 GeV/c pion or kaon
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Examples of fixed-target experiments:
NA-62 at CERN
KOTO at J-Parc



Giuseppe Ruggiero 4

The 𝑲 → 𝝅𝝂 𝝂 decays: a theoretical  clean environment
FCNC loop processes: sod coupling and highest CKM suppression

15/09/2016

Very clean theoretically: Short distance contribution. No hadronic uncertainties.

SM predictions [Buras et al. JHEP 1511 (2015) 33]

BR 𝐾+ → 𝜋+𝜈  𝜈 = 8.39 ± 0.30 ∙ 10−11
𝑉𝑐𝑏

0.0407

2.8 𝛾
73.2°

0.74
= 8.4 ± 1.0 ∙ 10−11

BR 𝐾𝐿 → 𝜋0𝜈  𝜈 = 3.36 ± 0.05 ∙ 10−11
𝑉𝑢𝑏

0.00388

2 𝑉𝑐𝑏
0.0407

2 sin 𝛾
sin 73.2

2
= 3.4 ± 0.6 ∙ 10−11

Experiments:

BR K+ → π+ν ν = 17.3−10.5+11.5 × 10−11

BR KL → π0ν ν < 2.6 × 10−8 (90% C. L. )

Phys. Rev. D 77, 052003 (2008), Phys. Rev. D 79, 092004 (2009)

Phys. Rev. D 81, 072004 (2010)

The K®pnn decays in the Standard Model 
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Standard Model

Small Standard Model “background”	

Small theoretical uncertainty
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K+ ! ⇡+⌫⌫KL ! ⇡0⌫⌫

ρ

η

The branching ratio of the CP -violating neutral mode involves the top-quark contri-
bution only and can be written as

Br
�
KL ! ⇡

0
⌫⌫̄

�
= L

✓
Im�t

�5
Xt

◆2

. (4.9)

Again, the hadronic matrix element can be extracted from the Kl3 decays and is now
parametrised by L [27]. There are no more long-distance contributions, which makes this
decay channel exceptionally clean.

Whereas the CP-conserving contribution to the branching ratio is completely negligible
compared to the direct CP-violating contribution within the Standard Model [34], the
indirect CP-violating contribution is of the order of 1% and should be included at the
current level of accuracy. This can be achieved by multiplying the branching ratio with
the factor [35]

1�
p
2|✏K |

1 + Pc(X)/A2
Xt � ⇢

⌘
, (4.10)

where A = Vcb/�
2, and ✏K describes indirect CP violation in the neutral Kaon system. Tak-

ing this factor into account, and including again the full two-loop electroweak corrections,
we find

Br(KL ! ⇡
0
⌫⌫̄) = (2.57+0.38

�0.36 ± 0.04)⇥ 10�11
. (4.11)

The first error is again related to the uncertainties in the input parameters. Here main
contributions are (Vcb : 49%, ⌘̄ : 43%, mt : 7%, sin2

✓W : 1%). The contributions to the
second, theoretical uncertainty are (Xt(QCD) : 56%, Xt(EW) : 22%, L

⌫
: 21%, �Pc,u : 1%),

respectively. All errors have been added in quadrature.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we have calculated the complete two-loop electroweak matching corrections
to Xt, the top-quark contribution to the rare decays KL ! ⇡

0
⌫⌫̄, K+ ! ⇡

+
⌫⌫̄, and B !

Xd,s⌫⌫̄. This is in particular important for rare kaon decays: future proposals aim at an
experimental accuracy of 3% for the branching ratios, while the leading order electroweak
scheme ambiguity is of similar size. Our calculation reduces the scheme ambiguity in Xt

from ±2% to ±0.3%. The resulting theory uncertainty in the branching ratios is rendered
from dominant to negligible.

The absolute corrections are small in a renormalisation scheme where on-shell masses
and MS coupling constants are used for the electroweak sector. In addition, we analyse
the convergence in the MS scheme and the on-shell scheme to estimate the remaining
perturbative uncertainty.

Our analytic results are summarised by an approximate, but very accurate formula.
We also give the leading term in a small sin ✓W expansion. The full expression can be
obtained upon request from the authors.
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Figure 5: eXt as a function of MH , in two di↵erent renormalisation schemes. The dashed lines
show the LO results, the dashed-dotted lines the LO results including the electroweak corrections
in the large-mt limit. The full two-loop results are represented by the dotted lines. The left panel
shows the results where all parameters are defined in the MS scheme. By contrast, in the right
panel, all parameters apart from ↵ are defined in the on-shell scheme. For comparison, we also
plot in both panels the NLO result, where all masses are defined on-shell and all couplings in the
MS scheme. It is represented by the solid lines.

long distance contributions were calculated in Reference [30] to be

�Pc,u = 0.04± 0.02 . (4.7)

The hadronic matrix element of the low-energy e↵ective Hamiltonian can be extracted
from the well-measured Kl3 decays, including isospin breaking and long-distance QED
radiative corrections [27, 32, 33]. The long-distance contributions are contained in the pa-
rameters +, including NLO and partially NNLO corrections in chiral perturbation theory.
�EM denotes the long distance QED corrections [27].

Including the two-loop electroweak corrections to Xt, we find for the branching ratio of
the charged mode

Br(K+ ! ⇡
+
⌫⌫̄) = (8.22+0.74

�0.65 ± 0.29)⇥ 10�11
, (4.8)

The first error is related to the uncertainties in the input parameters. The main contri-
butions are (Vcb : 49%, ⇢̄ : 22%, ↵s : 9%, mc : 8%, mt : 7%, ⌘̄ : 4%, sin2

✓W : 1%). The
second error quantifies the remaining theoretical uncertainty. In detail, the contributions
are (�Pc,u : 49%, Pc : 21%, Xt(QCD) : 17%, +

⌫
: 8%, Xt(EW) : 7%), respectively. Here

and below, we determine the QCD error on Xt by varying the scale µc between 80 GeV
and 320 GeV. Correspondingly, our central value of Xt is the average of Xt(µ = 80GeV)
and Xt(µ = 320GeV).
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Brod et al., 
1009.0947

(KEK E391a)

(BNL E787+E949)

(CPV)



Prospects to measure KL → π0νν at the SPS – M. Moulson (Frascati) – KAON 2016  – Birmingham, UK – 17 Sept 2016

K → πνν and new physics

4

New physics affects BRs differently for K+ and KL channels
Measurements of both can discriminate among NP scenarios

BR(K+ → π+νν) × 1011

B
R

(K
L 
→

 π
0 ν
ν)

 ×
 1

01
1

Buras, Buttazzo, Knegjens
JHEP 1511

●  Models with CKM-like 
flavor structure
− Models with MFV

●  Models with new flavor-
violating interactions in 
which either LH or RH 
couplings dominate
− Z/Z′ models with pure 

LH/RH couplings
− Littlest Higgs with      

T parity

●  Models without above 
constraints
− Randall-Sundrum

−

−

−K®pnn decays and New Physics



K+®p+nn decay at NA62 - CERN 



NA62: guiding principles
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The NA62 experiment at the SPS
Large angle photon vetoes
OPAL lead glass

Forward γ veto
NA48 LKr

RICH µ/π ID
1 atm Ne

 

Dipole spectrometer
4 straw-tracker stations

µ veto 
Fe/scint

Charged 
veto

Beam tracking
Si pixels, 3 stations

Differential Cerenkov 
for K+ ID in beam γ veto 

γ veto 

4 
m

 
 

KTAG
CHANTI

LAV RICH MUV

GIGATRACKER

STRAW LKr

IRC

SAC

0 50 100 150 200 250 m

Fiducial volume ~60m
10−6 mbar

5 MHz K+ decays

•  High-performance EM calorimeter
•  High-rate, precision tracking
•  Redundant particle ID & µ vetoes
•  Hermetic photon vetoes 

•  Taking physics data since 2015
•  Will measure BR(K+ → π+νν)        

to 10% by end of 2018
100 signal events, S/B ~ 5

5

−

M. Moullson: KAON 2016

K+®p+nn decay at NA62 - CERN 
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1-track selection veto on K+ ID in 
KTAG

1-track selection require K+ ID in KTAG

NA62 preliminary
2015 data
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2015 data
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NA62 data quality studies
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C

NA62 preliminary
2015 data

15 GeV < p(π+) < pMAX

theoretical shape



First NA62 result on pnn 
• See talk by Z. Kucerova, this conf. 
• 2% of total 2016-2018 exposure  
• 0.27 SM signal evts expected, 0.15 backgorund 
• First successful application of in-flight technique  

27/11/2018 DISCRETE 2018 -Wien 13 



H. Nanjio CKM 2012

(~ 3 SM events) 



SN

30GeV Slow Extraction T1 target
60m

56m

J-PARC
Hadron Hall

KL  beam line
(KL decay in flight)

K1.1BR beam line
(K+ decay at rest)



SN

30GeV Slow Extraction T1 target
60m

56m

J-PARC
Hadron Hall

KL  beam line
(KL decay in flight)

K1.1BR beam line
(K+ decay at rest)



Experimental principle

proton

target
Neutral beam line

4

θ
γ
γ

νν

Rec. Z 

R
ec

. P
t “2γ+Nothing+Pt”

Assuming 2γ from π0,
Calculate z vertex.

Calculate π0 transverse momentum
M2(π0)=E1E2(1-cosθ)

E1
E2

KL→π0νν decay

Signal 
Box

π0KL

̅

̅

16年9月15日木曜日

KL®p0nn at KOTO - JPARC
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History of physics data taking
Run49 Run62 Run63 Run64 Run65 Run69
First 
physics run

Operation of Hadron facility 
was stopped.

6
16年9月15日木曜日
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KOTO data taking
2013 first physics run (run49)
-100 h with 24 kW beam (10% of 
design intensity)
-single event sensitivity (ses) of 1.3 x 10-8

(nearly the same as in E391a: 1.1 x 10-8)
BR(KL� p0nn) < 5.1 x 10-8 (90% C.L.)
submitted PTEP arXiv:1609.03637 

2014 Understanding the background 
(see next slide) and upgrade of 
downstream detector

2015 Physics run (aims to ses at GN bound)
-prelim. result on run62: ses of 5.9 x 10-9

2015 upgrade to further suppress 
KL→2π0 bkg: additional barrel 
photon detector (Inner Barrel) 

2018 add MPCCs on CSI calorimeter
2019 beam power 42 kW -> 100 KW

New additional γ veto 
(2016)

22
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KOTO data taking
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Fig. 2 Reconstructed ⇡0 transverse momentum (PT) versus decay vertex position (Zvtx)

of the events with all the analysis cuts imposed. The region surrounded with a thick solid

line is the signal region. The black dots represent the data, and the contour indicates the

distribution of the KL ! ⇡0⌫⌫ decay from MC. The events in the region surrounded with

a thin solid line were not examined before the cuts were finalized. The black italic (red

regular) numbers indicate the numbers of observed events (expected background events) for

the regions divided by solid and dashed lines.

simultaneously with the data taking, and were overlaid to the MC samples. The background

studies based on MC were validated with the KL ! 2⇡0 and KL ! 3⇡0 data. To reconstruct

the KL ! 2⇡0 (KL ! 3⇡0) decays, events with four (six) photons in the calorimeter were

selected. Among all possible combinations of the photons, the combination that had the

best agreement of the Zvtx values for two (three) ⇡0’s was adopted. Figure 3 shows the four-

photon invariant mass distribution of the KL ! 2⇡0 events before and after imposing the

veto cuts. The events in the low mass region are mostly from the KL ! 3⇡0 decays in which

four out of six photons were detected in the calorimeter. The reduction of these events by

detecting the extra two photons in the veto counters is well reproduced by the MC. Figure 4

shows the distributions of the reconstructed KL decay vertex position and energy of the

KL ! 3⇡0 events, which indicated the acceptance derived from MC was well understood.

The KL ! 2⇡0 decay is the major KL background source because there are only two extra

photons which can be detected by veto counters. We generated a MC sample with 40-times

the statistics of the data. With two MC events that remained in the signal region after

imposing all the cuts, the background contribution was estimated to be 0.047 events. For

other decay modes, we generated the MC samples with various assumptions of topologies or

mechanisms that could cause backgrounds to KL ! ⇡0⌫⌫. In the case of KL ! ⇡+⇡�⇡0, for

instance, the decay can be a background if charged pions hit the downstream beam pipe,

which was made of 5-mm-thick stainless steel, and were undetected. The nine events located

in the low-PT region (PT < 120 MeV/c, 2900 < Zvtx < 5100 mm) in Fig. 2 are explained by

this mechanism. The requirement PT > 150 MeV/c reduced the KL ! ⇡+⇡�⇡0 background

to a negligible level. The KL ! 2� decay can be a background if an incident KL is scattered

6/11
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Lessons from the first physics run
(1)Halo neutrons hitting 
    the CsI Calorimeter
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(2)Halo neutrons 
    hitting the NCC
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16年9月15日木曜日2013-2014 upgrades 
Against KL->p+p-p0 : Replaced the vacuum pipe with thinner one; Installed new scintillator counters
Against neutron bkg: Beam Profile Monitor 
Against KL-2p0: additional photon counters
For high intensity: In-beam Charged Veto (Wire chamber CF4+C5H12 gas) 

Lessons from first Physics run


